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1997a(7): Compare the effect on arterial CO2 and O2 levels of 
ventilation/perfusion inequalities 
General: The upright lung has regional differences in ventilation and perfusion. 

- Due to the effects of gravity on hydrostatic blood pressures (↓at apex) and 
lung mass (larger alveoli at apices) 

PACO2 v PAO2 Curve 
- Can plot curve showing differing V/Q inequalities 
- Blue dot = mixed venous point. Alveolar partial 

pressures of gas if V/Q = 0 i.e. no ventilation (shunt) 
o Alveolar partial pressures for CO2 and O2 

approach the values for mixed venous blood 
 PCO2 = 46mmHg 
 PO2 = 40mmHg 

- Red dot = ‘ideal’ where V/Q = 1 i.e. matched ventilation and perfusion 
o Here Alveolar partial pressures are equal to normal gas as 

determined by rate of uptake of O2 and release of CO2 from blood 
 PCO2 = 40mmHg 
 PO2 = 100mmHg 

- Orange dot = the unperfused alveoli. V/Q = ∞ (dead space) 
o Alveolar pressures equal that of inspired air 

 PCO2 = 0mmHg 
 PO2 = 150mmHg 

Lung 
- Can be vertically divided into segments 
- Segments can be plotted on the curve 

o Apex – high V/Q number (~3) 2° 
 High ventilation: Alevoli are larger at rest (nil wt of lung) and 

are well ventilated 
 Less perfusion: Blood hydrostatic pressure ↓ on moving 

toward apices due to gravity – only enough to barely reach 
apex) 

• Sits toward the right on the curve: alveolar pressures 
approach inspired air 

- As move downward through the segments of the lung, move progressively 
left-wards along the curve 

o At level of the heart V/Q ~1 
 Optimised perfusion (minimal effect of gravity) 
 Still well ventilated 

o Towards base, moves toward mixed venous point (V/Q 0.67) 
 Not much ventilation: Effect of wt of lung  ↓size of alveoli 
 highly perfused: Maximal hydrostatic pressure 

Effect on PaO2 
- As moving further down the lung, PAO2 drops significantly from 

~140mmHg at the apex to 40mmHg at the base 
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o Although high PAO2 at apex, doesn’t significantly impact the PaO2 
as the Hb traveling through is already at the upper part of the 
OHDC and moves to the flat part of the sigmoid shaped curve 
 There would be a small amount of 

↑dissolved O2 
- At the base, low PAO2  

o Unable to fully load Hb 
- Therefore, effect of V/Q inequality on PaO2 is to 

cause a small ↓PaO2 in arterial blood compared with 
PAO2 

o As high PAO2 of apices is unable to compensate for low PAO2 at 
bases where most of the perfusion occurs 

- Increasing FiO2 can ↑PaO2 where there is V/Q mismatch 
Effect on PaCO2 

- The effect of isolated V/Q inequality of regional differences in the lung 
would be the same as the effect on PaO2, i.e. there would be a ↓transfer 
of CO2 leading to ↑PaCO2, all else being equal 

o Following the curve, ↓PACO2 towards the apices of the lungs (i.e. 
↓gas transfer, resulting in ↑PaCO2) 

- However, the chemoreceptors (1° peripheral) are very 
sensitive to ↑PaCO2 and an ↑would quickly result in 
↑ventilation (↑RR, ↑VT) → which would normalize 
PaCO2 rapidly 

o Due to the shape of CO2 dissociation curve 
which is a straight line at physiological levels 

o Therefore, is directly proportionate to RR unlike O2  
- Overall effect is that V/Q inequalities do not affect PaCO2 

 


